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Criteria 4 3 2 1 Points 

Organization 

Information present Information 
pres

Information was 

pr d 

Information was not 

se e ____ 
in a logical, 

interesting sequence 
easily followed by 

the audience 

ented in logical 
sequence which 
audience could 

follow. 

presen  out of 
sequence, 

esentation ‘jumpe
around. Audience 

had difficulty 
understanding the 

information. 

ted presented in an 
understandable 
quence. Audienc

could not 
understand the 

information. 

Content 
K  

Presentation 
demon

p

Content was 
cor d, 

elab

com ta 

qu  

Presentation 
sh  

gra n. ____ nowledge

strated full 
knowledge (more 
than required) of 

data management, 
roviding extensive 
explanations and 

elaboration. 

rectly presente
but presentation did 

not include 
extensive 
orations on the 
information. 

Presentation 
showed some 
fort with the da

included. Only 
rudimentary 

estions could be
answered. 

owed a weak
sp of informatio

Audience questions 
could not be 
answered. 

Visuals 
r  

Visu  in A f at 
rarely sup

No

sup
____ 

Visuals were well-
chosen and 

appropriate and 
einforced screen
text effectively. 

als were used
the presentation 

which were related 
to the text. 

t

ew visuals th
ported the 

ext were used in the 
presentation. 

 visuals were 
used in the 

presentation to 
port the screen 

text. 

Mechanics 
Pr o Presentation had no Presentation had 

three mi
a  

fo ____ 
esentation had n
misspellings or 

grammatical errors. 
more than two 

misspellings and/or 
grammatical errors.

sspellings 
nd/or grammatical

errors. 

Presentation had 
ore spelliur or m ng 

errors and/or 
grammatical errors.

Oral Delivery 

delivere

a  

 

Audie bers 
had v  

pron  
____ 

Presentation was 
d in a clear 

voice and terms 
were pronounced 
nd used correctly.

Delivery was well-
paced, with 

appropriate pauses
for understanding 

and questions. 

Presentation was 
given in a clear 

voice. Most words 
were pronounced 

and used correctly. 
Pacing was 

acceptable, with few 
appropriate pauses.

nce mem
difficulty hearing 

presentation. Terms 
were incorrectly 

pronounced or used 
in an incorrect 

context. Pacing was 
too fast or too slow.

Presentation was 
poorly delivered:  
oice was too quiet,

words were 
mumbled, terms  

ounced or used
incorrectly. Pacing 

was much too fast or 
too slow. 

    ____ Total---->
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